
 

 

 

 

On behalf of QLD Cyclones and Orienteering Queensland, we would like to thank Queensland University of 

Technology for permission to use the Kelvin Grove campus and to Mark Roberts for producing a new map for this 

event.  

We hope you enjoy this complex sprint map!  

Parking and Access:  

Paid parking is available in carpark accessed from Sports Lane. Please do not park/access the arena from 

other areas of QUT or Kelvin Grove Urban Village. There may be on-street parking available in 

surrounding streets/Herston Road.  

If catching public transport to the event via Kelvin Grove Bus Station, please follow the route (yellow) 

below to access the arena.  

Warm-up on School Road, in the carparking or en route to the start only.  
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Start:  

Queuing starts between 9-10am, start is approximately 200m and a 2-minute lift ride from the arena. 

Start is ~30m above the finish so get your downhill legs ready! Follow pink streamers from the Arena to a 

lift adjacent to the sports field. Take the lift (or stairs if you’re feeling up for it) to Level 5 and continue 

following streamers to the start.  Take the opportunity to see if you can spot orienteers scurrying back to 

the finish beneath you… 

Map Notes:  

The map has been printed at 1:3000 to improve readability.  

Classic urban campus with a mix of intricate detail and spots to accelerate into an all-out sprint. The 

campus has undergone extensive construction and remapping since last use so come to race exciting sprint 

courses on new terrain! 

 

There are many areas of multiple levels, competitors should familiarise themselves with the most recent 

ISSprOM symbols.  

In some areas, where it is necessary to show a change in the mapped level, thick purple lines have been 

used to indicate change in the mapped level (see cutout below). 

 

Thick purple lines and purple hashed areas are out of bounds and shouldn’t be crossed. Courses have been 

set to ensure fairness in the multilevel areas. 

The courses cross quiet streets, look out for traffic.  

OQ AGM: The OQ AGM will be held at the Arena after the event at 10:30 am in the Arena. There is plenty 

of grass and shade at the Arena, so please feel free to attend the AGM after the race.  

Courses:  



SIAC is activated so be sure to enter with your SI-Air if you have one. 

Lengths and courses below. 

Hard 1 2.9km 

Hard 2 2.2km 

Hard 3 1.4km 

Moderate 2.1km 

Easy 1.6km 

Very Easy 1.4km 

Courses have been set for 12-15m winning time. The campus is on a hillside but courses are mostly 

downhill. Hard 1 and Hard 2 have a map flip. 

Training 

A few small training courses will be offered using the map and control sites. We will gather people at the 

time of the AGM. All are welcome, if you are keen just stay tuned at the time the AGM is being organised 

for directions. 


